BRMCG AO CLASS OUTLINE

I. MOTIVATE
   A. BRMCG "QRT"
      - ALERT + MOBILIZATION (PHASE 1 OF SAROP)
         - GETTING CALL
         - DECIDING ON PROPER RESPONSE
         - DISPATCHING QRT AND SETTING UP INITIAL MISSION STAFF
         - HERE'S OPPORTUNITY FOR CONFUSION + MISTAKES APLENTY
         - ANY BRMCG MEMBER MAY BECOME ASRC AO

II. ASRC ALERTING
   - ASRC, NOT GROUP, RESPONSE (INCL. ALERT AS WELL AS MISSIONS)

   CALL OTHER ASRC GROUPS
   REPORT CALLS.

III. STEP-BY-STEP
   1. UVAPD FILLS OUT MAF
   2. UVAPD FINDS AO
      a. 2 PAGERS
      b. PHONE LIST
   3. AO COPIES MAF DATA DOWN
      MDF I, THANKS DISPATCH
   4. AO MUST DECIDE IF QRT IS
      NEEDED - USUALLY CALL BACK TO
      COMP. + GET INFO MDF II.
   5. (MDF III: PICK QRT; TELL TO ASSEMBLE QRT)
      PICK MC, INFORM AS TO SITUATION (HOW TO CONTACT QRT), END OF AO.

   MC
   6. PICK DO (DISPATCH QRT
      AS SOON AS DO/QRT COME
      SCHEDULE)
   7. CONTACT COMPLAINANT +
      REPD. AGENCY; ASK MC INC

PROBLEMS